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REQUEST 

A DEMO

Most security camera footage is used forensically after an incident has occurred. ZeroEyes’ proactive solution 

is solely focused on weapons detection to identify guns as soon as they enter the frame of an existing security 

camera. We help you:

We’re on a Mission to 
End Mass Shootings

ZeroEyes delivers a proactive A.I. gun detection solution that integrates into existing 

security cameras to stop mass shootings and gun violence by reducing response 

times, providing actionable, human-verified intelligence and delivering clarity – 

ultimately saving lives.

 ; Dramatically improve response times. 

On average, customers saw a 50% 

reduction in 911 dispatch response times 

during active shooter drills with ZeroEyes’ 

solution. 

 ; Equip first responders with accurate, 

real-time data. Often, first responders 

arrive at the scene without clear, up-to-

date information. With ZeroEyes, first 

responders and other personnel have the 

right details in real-time.

 ; Enact security protocols faster. By 

knowing exactly where the shooter is, 

staff can lock entry points, move people 

to safety, and direct first responders to the 

threat.

ZEROEYES’ AI GUN DETECTION 

CAN BE USED IN EVERY CRITICAL SECTOR

EDUCATION COMMERCIAL GOVERNMENT HEALTHCARE ENTERTAINMENT
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The ZeroEyes Difference

Developed by former Navy SEALs and technology experts, ZeroEyes’ A.I. Gun 

Detection Software integrates with current security cameras – all to stop gun-related 

violence by identifying visible guns to save time and save lives.

 ; Proprietary, real-world and comprehensive 

datasets for unmatched accuracy

 ; Exclusive focus on weapons detection to 

protect privacy

 ; Extensive military experience for unrivaled 

situational awareness

 ; Collaboration with customers and local first 

responders

WE’RE ON A MISSION 
TO END MASS SHOOTINGS

MONITOR

anywhere 

there’s a camera 

with 24/7/365 

coverage.

DETECT 

guns with

actionable visual

intel of location &

description of 

perp.

VERIFY 

every alert

through our 

human

operators to 

prevent

false positives. 

ALERT 

security

and first 

responders

of the threat in 

just 3-5 seconds. 

RESPOND 

to the

threat with real-

time

intel that aids 

first responders.

PROTECT

against an

active shooter 

crisis by reducing 

response times.
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TIME IS LIFE: CRITICAL SECONDS MATTER


